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Abstract. Now a day’s the hand gesture and voice recognition is the advanced ways of 
touch less control. The voice recognition provides a way to control by voice and the hand 
gesture provide a way to control by hand that means in a touch less way. In the current 
situation so many of works existed with hand gesture and voice recognition like 
systematic control, voice dialing, simple data entry, television control and so many of 
controlling application but they face many real time problems first of all the power 
consumption is not considerable and the voice recognition is vastly altered by dialects, 
accent, physical state of user, surrounding atmosphere and so many of this like problems 
so that for rectifying these problems here propose a hybridized model of hand gesture and 
voice recognition and the automatic user state recognition introduced as a supporting 
trend for this model it is a most advanced technique helps to reduce the power 
consumption of the system 
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1. Introduction 
The past few years, the home system that is the home appliances can be entirely changed 
in structure, size, operation features and everything. But the controlling method of they is 
not considerably changed, till now the majority of existing devices can be managed by 
the press type and remote control methods. In this condition the user first need to look the 
small buttons and press it then looks the device to check whether the expected action is 
done so that here a device-user interaction is created and the speed of this interaction 
depends on easiness user press the button [1]. The frequent change in the looking of user 
reduces the operation speed and affects user experience to a large extend. 

Some new controlling modes are introduced recently to improve the user 
experience in some extend. In case of hand controlling wrist watch [2,3], low cost-data 
glows, ring type controller [4], like that user holding or wearing apparatuses this may 
cause some difficulties and in case of voice controlling dialects, accent, external noise 
and imitation  are the some of the major problems [5], and these existing systems run all 
the time so it leads to more power consumption and computational cost, differently for 
considering users in case of a handicapped person the hand gesture is unimportant and in 
the situation of new users it is difficult to operate and utilize suddenly, but the voice 
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recognition can be utilize any user instantaneously ,there is no problem of know more 
about the controlling. but in the condition of noise surrounding or dump peoples it is also 
not have any importance .so that the voice recognition is possible where as the hand 
gesture is not possible and the hand gesture is possible where as the voice recognition is 
not possible. Hence the mutual interacting operation of hand gesture and voice 
recognition by hybridizing both can be acceptable for any situation. The power 
consumption of this system can be controlled by imposing automatic user state 
recognition (AUSR) with them [6,7]. 

In this integrated scheme, the AUSR effectively operated by comparatively low 
cost ultra sonic sensor and a depth camera [8]. The ultra sonic sensor detects weather any 
user is there, if it is, then turn on the camera, it analyze movements of user other action, 
watching or controlling [9]. If the user needs to controlling, recognize which way is 
selected to control, through hand or voice. If voice is detected then the voice recognition 
mode is turn on. The speech recognition IC HM2007 in voice recognition check the input 
voice is valid or not and process the voice by passes through a next microcontroller PIC.   
If select the control way as hand then hand gesture mode is turn on and capturing the 
actions of hand. Through this, the proposed scheme effectively distorts computational 
cost as well as power consumption. 

The remaining of the paper is arranged as follows. The related works can 
described as the next section 2, the section 3 shows implementation and hypothetical 
contents of the proposed model the sections 4 and 5 respectively indicates the 
experimental results and conclusion. 

2. Related work 
Let's recall based on hand gesture or voice recognition there some works exist. According 
to user interaction there are three types of voice recognition user dependant, user 
independent and user adaptive and with respect to input type, isolated word recognition 
(IWR), continues word recognition (CWR) and continues speech recognition. 
        The user dependant systems can access only by specific predefined users, the user 
must be introduced once to the system by a training period before initiate the control this 
system having the benefits of easy to develop, cheaper to buy and accurate. If any 
operator can access the system except any training period is user independent voice 
recognition, regardless of user dependant system it is user flexible, but less accuracy, 
complexity to develop and high expense to buy affects the possibilities of this model. The 
third type speaker adaptive is the most emerging one it is a combined structure of user 
dependant and user independent models. Differently the introduction of user is done by a 
short training period at run time and it can be accessed by any type of users. 
         According to hand recognition feature there are two, static hand and dynamic hand 
recognition and also recognition sensor base recognition based on RGB camera and 
recognition based on depth camera. The static hand gesture taking input as the structure 
of the hand, including number of fingers, position and orientation, In this model it is 
necessary to keeping the hand some time statically for recognition happens, this makes 
this model not quite natural for control. Differently the other one dynamic hand gesture 
captures the path of hand movement as input, in this type provides the facility of control 
in a natural way. Presently RGB and depth camera are the two devices mostly used. The 
RGB camera recognizes the hand two dimensionally, now it is in affordable cost but light 
sensitiveness is the main problem facing this device. The depth camera is suitable for any 
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environmental condition so that many researches are going through this device. In this 
proposed system, continues speech recognition and dynamic hand gesture are the 
methods adapted and along with them depth camera is used for user state recognition. 

3. The proposed touch less based control system 
This proposed model aims that to control different home appliances in a touch less way 
by hand gesture and voice recognition. The figure 1 shows the hardware components of 
the scheme, consisting ultra sonic sensor, depth, camera voice recognition element and 
the television is taken as an example home appliance. For connecting the sensor to the 
device to be control and for processing the sensor data embedded software components 
can be used. 

 
Figure 1: The proposed device control system including hardware components. 

A. Overview of the proposed system 
This scheme hybridizes the hand gesture and voice recognition for make the system 
Suitable for control the device at any situation and to minimize the computational cost as 
well as power consumption AUSR is associated. During the operation it involves several 
steps, first of all user state recognition consist of user state definition, initialization and 
transition. The next step is controlling through either voice recognition or hand gesture or 
through both. 

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed system 
The purpose of ultra sonic sensor is to detect the physical presence of user suppose if the 
user is there, it turns on the depth camera it will observe the movements of the user and 
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update it. While the user is trying to control the device, camera checks whether it is 
through hand or voice. If it is through hand then hand gesture mode is turn on else if it is 
through voice then voice recognition mode is turn on in order to control the device. 
Suppose there is no any user present or if the user does not trying to control the device 
then both the hand gesture and voice recognition are in sleeping mode. 
 
B. User state definition 
It is the detection of action of user in the region where the device to be control exist, 
weather it is absent or other action or watching or controlling. If there is no any user exist 
in region then it is the state of absent, other action means that the user exist but not 
considering the device and do some other work. The state of controlling is the user trying 
to control the device either through hand or voice, suppose the selected way is hand then 
hand gesture is active otherwise if it is through voice then voice recognition module is 
turn on. 

The figure 3 draws that the above mentioned states and transition between the 
states. The letter X denotes that the motion of user is there or not, if X=1 then there is a 
motion of user in the device region otherwise X=0. Similarly the letter Y=1 shows user 
watching the device, if it is not then Y=0.Initially the user state is absent X=0, Y=0, if 
any user comes to the region the user state changes from absent to other action X=1, 
Y=0.The user state changes from other action to controlling, if the existed user watch and 
try to control the device by hand X=1, Y=1, H=1 or voice X=1, Y=1, V=1. After that, 
suppose the user intentionally keeping silence and watch the device then the state turns to 
watching. Differently, if the user not needs to control anymore and do some other work 
then the user state transfer controlling to other action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Various states and transitio
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C. Automatic user state recognition 
The identification of weather the user is there in the device region, if the user is in there 
then found what is the present state of him/her it is the automatic user state recognition 
(AUSR). The presence of user is captured by ultra sonic sensor, what is it may be X=0 or 
X=1. 

Suppose the action is detected (X=1) the sensor turn on the camera device, it will 
detect what is the present state of user may be Y=0 or Y=1. By the information’s from 
ultra sonic sensor and camera (from X and Y) decide the available condition of user, that 
means find out the present state of user. 

The figure 4 highlights the action detection and presentation detection in detail 
next. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Flow diagram of automatic user state recognition. 
 
D. Voice recognition 
The voice recognition module can be activated when the user try to control the device 
through voice (X=1, Y=1, V=1). Here the contributed voice recognition is user dependant 
continues speech recognition type. The following figure 6 points the architecture of the 
proposed voice recognition module. 

 

Figure 5: Functional view of voice recognition. 
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E. Hand gesture recognition 

When the user is trying to control the device through hand (W=1, Y=1, H=1) the  hand 
gesture recognition mode is turn on. Before beginning the hand gesture the system ask 
permission to user for start the recognition and if the user needs to start, then only the 
gesture module is active, in all other cases it will be in sleeping mode. Once the hand 
gesture recognition is active it check whether the user is frequently active and trying to 
control the device by hand in a time period T. Throughout this time period the gesture is 
in active mode, if the user is not active it count the inactive time suppose this time exceed 
T, automatically the hand gesture recognition mode is turns to sleeping mode, this model 
helps to reduces the power consumption as well as computational cost in a very often 
manner. 

  
     
                                         Figure 6: Functional view of hand gesture 

F. User state transition 
The next possibility of the proposed scheme is user state transition and automatic 
updating of user state. Initially the ultrasonic sensor check the presence of user, if not any 
user is detected set the user state as absent suppose the presence of user is identified it 
turn on the depth camera. The camera device observe that the user is active or not that 
means consider the device or do some other work, if the user is not active count the 
inactive time and if exceeds threshold time TV, the user state transfer to other action and 
update it. When the user is trying to control by only hand, count the inactive time of 
voice recognition t and if this inactive time is greater than Tv the updated user state 
changes to control by hand, in a same way suppose the user is control only by hand count 
inactive time of hand gesture recognition and update corresponding user state. In other 
cases the user stop tries to control the device and only need to watching, user state is 
changes from controlling to watching. 
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Figure 7:

4. Implementation details and
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Figure 7: Flow diagram of user state transition. 
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parameter is R threshold value of amplitude of motion, it is a tool for identify intentional 
user action and the rest one is continues action threshold Q, it is used to decide whether  
the sequence of action is enough to make an effective action. 
Experiment 1: 
In the first experiment action detection period NxK is tested, the other parameters are set  
as N=0.2, Q=K/2 and R=0.1. The result shows that the correct action detection rate is 
nearly 100% while the action decision period is 1.5m to 4m. 

 

Figure 9a: The relation of action detection period and correct action detection rate. 

Experiment 2 
Next the threshold value R of motion is tested by setting NxK=2.4, Q=K/2 and N=0.2. It 
gives a result that the correct action detection rate is approximately 100% when the R 
value is ranges between 0.07 to 0.17 meters. 

 

Figure 9b: The relation of amplitude motion and correct action detection rate. 
 
B. Implementation of hand gesture 
The icon based hand gesture; motion based hand gesture and depth camera based hand 
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differently the motion based mode is helps to swift left, right, up and down by tracking 
hand and drawing path of hand. The depth camera based han
tracking deep information’s and performs like motion based module but in addition to 
this helps to do forward and backward options. The figure illustrates the tested hand 
gesture recognition here 

Figure 10: Information to the user

C. Implementation of voice
The implemented voice recognition module is user dependant and continues speech 
recognition type.  So that initially the user’s voice is familiarize to the system by a sho
training period, since it is 
introduced users can only
commands as a quite natural way.

Here the correct voice detection rate (Cvdr) 
voice intensity I, external noise intensity E and distance between user and implemented    
system. By keeping I and E static the D is tested, the result shows that the correct voice 
recognition rate obtained is nearly 100% 
second experiment user voice intensity I is tested by maintaining E and D as static value, 
here the correct voice recognition rate is approximately 100% while the voice intensity is 
ranges from 45 to 75 dec
range; the correct voice detection rate is 100% when the E value is less than 20
 
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a touch less method for contro
recognition and hand gesture recognition in addition to this automatic user state 
recognition is accompanied. The automatic updating of user state is done by automatic 
user state recognition module, it consist of a ultra sonic sensor and depth camera and 
according to these user state the system decide whether and which control mode is 
activated and or not. Suppose the selected control way is through hand then hand gesture 
recognition module turn on or it is through voice then voice recognition module is turn
on, a MEMS microphone, speech attention IC HM 2007 and PIC micro controller are the 
operating elements of voice recognition

In the implemented system TV is taken as a device to be control, the 
experimental results points that the automatic user st
power consumption and computational cost effectively. In future makes that such a single 
system can be capable to control entire home devices by using ARM processor.
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